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Component and device characterisation is an important driver of higher yields and lower costs for
optical component manufacturers
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Figure 1. Example of
optical channel
geometric deviations
from nominal in a
16-channel fibre array

typically produced by a different manufacturer in a different location using
similar but different processes. A silicon
v-groove fixture, produced with lithography methods, will locate each of the
array fibres. The v-grooves have both
vertical and horizontal errors from perfect geometric fibre location. The fibre
introduces additional sources of error
in both the cladding diameter and core
concentricity. The tolerance on fibre
diameter is nominally ±1.0mm, while
the core-clad concentricity is on the
order of 0.5mm. Each channel from 1
to n has identical error sources (but different errors) with typically normal dis-

Figure 2. Insertion
losses due to geometric
deviations in Figure 1

tributions. The result is an extremely
complex system with significant channel center errors both horizontally and
vertically. Figure 1 shows typical horizontal/ vertical deviations for a 16channel fibre array.
Alignment of planar light chip to
fibre array with repeatable coupling
efficiency across all channels is impossible without additional process control.
Figure 2 shows a typical insertion loss,
by channel. Careful understanding of
system component geometric errors
though
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Figure 3. Global output
profile for laser diode

Global and local characterisation of
laser output early in the manufacturing

LASER DIODES
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Figure 5. Attachment
geometric shift in
laser welding

location. Figure 5 is a typical distribution
of shift for attachment processes.
Manufacturers currently invest in clever
schemes to compensate for shift and
scrap the assembled devices that fall
short. Realignment of welds, whether
mechanically or thermally, improves
yield, but at an intolerable cost. Re-flow
of solder joints can statistically yield an
acceptable coupling, but it may take ten
or more reflow iterations. Adhesive
bonding is often shunned as an attach
approach because realignment is difficult. Few assembly tools in use today
collect the shift data necessary to ferret
out cause-and-effect. The measurement
of shift displacements as a function of

Figure 6. Ideal attachment
process repeatability

other process variables is simply not
done accurately and systematically to
yield quality diagnostic data on manual
and early stage automation equipment.
Component manufacturers are now
implementing more sophisticated, highaccuracy servo-controlled characterisation tools to automatically gather shift
data in the lab. In manufacturing, new
assembly tools incorporate the inherent
process repeatability and data gathering
functionality to capture process data on
each attachment. The result is a growing body of data and knowledge on
shift relationships that, over time, will
yield process performance improvements as illustrated in Figure 6.
high power microscope opens our eyes
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to component issues that affect system
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SUMMARY
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